Certification Fields

Registration of Proprietor of Engineering Activities, Korea
Registration of Fire Protection System Design and Construction
Registration of Construction Supervision Firm, Korea
Registration of Construction : Mechanical Facilities
Certificate of Air-Conditioning Test, Adjust & T.A & Activities, Commissioning
Registration of Renewable Energy Manufacturing Service
TOTAL ENGINEERING
CONSULTING HIMEC

Introduction and Vision

In 1966, HIMEC was founded as a building mechanical engineering consultants firm.
With a long history and huge experiences from many projects, HIMEC has build up a solid reputation doing total engineering services from MEP and fire protection planning to supervision, diagnosis, environmentally-friendly design and R&D.
Based on accumulated technologies and continuous development of human resources, HIMEC will try to be an engineering partner to lead us onto the green future.

NET 21:
New Energy Technology 21
New Engineering Technology 21
New Environmental Technology 21

History
- Foundation of HIMEC Engineering Consultants
- Design and Construction of Several High Rise Buildings
- Registration of Technology Services Engineers, Korea
- Design of High-Rise, High-Tech & Energy Consuming Projects
  - VAV, FMS, Ejecting Type Cooling Tower, Thermal Recovery System
  - Bio-clean Room with GMP Clean Room of CLASS 100
  - Design of High-Tech Clean Room and Energy Conservation Facilities
- Design of Large Scale and Complex Facility Projects
- Establishment of HIMEC
- Design of Intelligent & Energy Conservation Building Projects
- Expansion of Engineering Services and Special Capabilities
- Application of Sustainable Cost-effective Technology
- Design of High-Tech Large Scale Facility Projects and Huge Complex Renovations & Developments
- BMIS(Building Information Modeling)

Work Scope
HIMEC has the multi-disciplines to perform integrated building services, which provide convenience and optimum project process for clients.